League of Nations - Xth Assembly. Reel 3
Geneva, Switzerland. September 1929
Geneva Film. 35mm sil-print & 35mm dupe negative. 1008'
(Edited with French/English sub-titles)

Sub-title: Every year in the first month of autumn
Exterior Conference building - arrival of delegates.
Arrival of Dr. Gustavo Guerrero (Salvador), President
of Xth Assembly
Arrival in following order: Loucheur (France), Motta
(Switzerland), Mlle Vacaresco (Roumania), Jouhaux (France)
& von Schubert (Germany)
Assembly Hall before meeting
Arrival of George Bernard Shaw, English playwright
Public visitors arriving
 cs Louis Hymens (Belgium)
Ethiopian delegation and various group shots
Briand (France) speaking from rostrum
M. Seipel (Austria)
Breitscheid (Germany) with Oscar Lange (Norway)
ls Assembly Hall - Nansen (Norway)
Lord Cushendun (UK)
Briand (France)
Palais des Nations - cornerstone ceremony
Assembly closing
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